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1. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, the quantum mechanical description of the
behaviour of physical systems meets some conceptual difficulties. These
difficulties emerge already in the description of microsystems and
originates in the phenomenon of quantum nonseparability. They become,
however, particularly puzzling when one considers the interaction of a
microsystem with a macrosystem or the dynamical evolution of a macro-
object. In such a case, due to the linear nature of quantum evolution
equation, one is faced with the possibility of the occurrence of linear
superpositions of microscopically distinguishable states, a situation
which raises some crucial problems or interpretation of the formalism.

The scheme of the paper is the following. In Sec. 2 we will
briefly sketch the problems and the related investigations which occur
when a microsystem is studied. Section 3 will be devoted mainly to the
problems arising when a micro-macro interaction takes place, a typical
example of this situation being given by measurement theory. In Sec.4
we will investigate some difficulties arising in the description of the
evolution of a macroscopic object, and we will concisely discuss a
model, which has recently been introduced, which yields the possibility
of a unified and consistent description of natural phenomena at the
three above-mentioned levels.
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2. MICROSCOPIC SYSTEM

The typical example of difficulties which arise In the case
considered Is the one illustrated by the deep analysis of Einstein,
Podolsky, and Rosen'*'(EPH). We will follow here the formulation of
this "paradox" that we have recently put forward.'2) The analysis
developed in Ref.2 has led us to conclude, in a very precise and
technical sense, that the EPR paradoxical situation is to a large extent
unavoidable. The sketch of the argument la the following.

1, Initial Situation, Let S be a system composed of two subsystems
S-L and Sj. Initially we have an ensemble of systems S all identically
prepared In the pure state

i ¥ > < * (2.1)

where

i' i
(2.2)

The etate | »1> and | x f* a r e eigenstates of an observable A
system S and A ' 2 ) of system Sj, respectively:

of

(2.3)

2. Suppose that the quantum predictions about the correlations
obtained in a measurement- of Ag and Ai when the state of the system Is
given by (2.1) are correct. If this were not be the case, quantum
mechanics would be false. In particular, quantum theory tells us that If
we measure A<2> at time t and we find the result «£2) then a
successive measurement at t1 > t of the observable A ' D of Bystem
Si will give with certainty the result a^1'. Alternatively, one
could also avoid making explicit reference to the theory, for the
moment, and assume Blnply that the above correlations between the two
successive measurements of A ' 2 ' and A*1' have been verified to hold in
all experiments that have been performed. Then inductive Inference by
itself would allow us to state the following:

Proposition: If S has been prepared in the indicated manner and the
measurement of A ' 2 ' has given the result a£2', then we can infer that
a successive Measurement of A ' D will give with certainty the result

" k -

3. Reality and locality requirements in the very precise sense of
the EPR paper Imply then that systems Si possess elements of physical
reality (E.Ph.R.) both after and before the measurement of A<2)at time t.
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4. The formal counterpart (FC) of the existence of E.Ph.R. In the

quantum formalism is the possibility of associating the state of the

system with a statistical mixture oF of factorized Btates.'
2'4'

5. Quantum mechanics associates with the state after the measure-

ment of A ' 2 ' at time t such a mixture Pp.

6. In absence of superselection rules, there 1B no mixture pp
that 19 physically equivalent to the state (2,1), which appropriately
describes the situation before time t.

7. Then quantum mechanics does not contain the FC of the E.Ph.R.
that has to be recognized as present before the measurement, I.e.,
quantum mechanics, is Incomplete.

Assume that the Indicated correlations between the measurement of
the two observable3 considered are the correct ones. Assume also that
the EPR requirements of reality and locality are kept. The logical
alternatives which remain open are the following.

(a) There exist a theory T , which is predictively equivalent to
quantum mechanics and satisfies Einstein locality requirements, which
contains the FC of the E.Ph.R. that have to be admitted as present
before the first measurement takes place. Then this would mean that
quantum theory is actually incomplete and that Einstein was right.

(b) Any theory T which is predictively equivalent to quantum
mechanics and satisfies Einstein locality has the same drawback. This
would imply that our possibility of understanding and describing
physical reality is very limited, and one should have to give up one
of the two assumptions (reality or locality) of Einstein.

I have not discussed the remaining two logical possibilities
(i) of a theory which contains the FC of the E.Ph.R. that are present
before the measurement but not of those that are present afterwards, or
(11) of a theory which does not contain the FC of the E.Ph.R., either
after or before the measurement, since they would give rise to even
more embarassing situations.

3. MICRO- AND MACRO-SYSTEMS IN INTERACTIONS

The consequence of quantum nonseparabillty, ao nicely evidenced by
the EPR analysis, become more serious when macrosystema are Involved.
In particular they give rise tq an internal consistency problem, i.e.,
the irreconcilability of quantum measurement theory with the assumption
that also the system-plus-apparatus obeys the linear laws of quantum
evolution. This is a very old story; the problem can be summarized in
the following question: What Is the meaning of the occurrence of linear
superpositions of macroscoplcally distinguishable states of a macro-
eysteins? These superpositions occur naturally in the quantum theory of
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measurement, Quantum theory gives a simple answer to the problem by
postulating the reduction of the wave packet (RWP), i.e., a transition
from pure states to statistical mixtures. However, the linear nature of
quantum evolution conflicts with this assumption.

As is well known, many solutions or this problem have been proposed.
Very often the assumptions underlying these approaches are not made
very explicit by the author. It la extremely important to stress that
all proposed solutions are based on the assumption that the class of
observables of a macvosystem is intrinsically limited to a set of
commuting observables.

If this is accepted, then the solution of the problem Is derived
in a very elementary and straightforward way. In fact, if one accept
that all allowed observables for a macrosystem commute among themselves,
then:

1. One can define an equivalence relation among states by putting

p i. p1 iff TrpA = Tro'A (3.1)

for all observables A.
2. If all observables commute, then there exist an operator C

(playing the role of a superselection rule) such that all observahles
are functions, In the Dirac sense, of C.

3. Decompose C according to the spectral theorem

C = I C P rp = 1 (3.2)
k k k k k

where P^ are the projection operator on the simultaneous eigenmanifolds
of C and of all the observables.

d. Given a state p , consider the state p = I P^P p. . Then

Tr P A = Tr Z B p P A = Tr I P P AP
k « k k k k

= T r [ p 2 p ( = T r £ P R pA = T r p A
(3.3)

where use has been made of [A,Pk]= 0, the cyclic property of the trace,
and the idempotency of the P 's. This argument is due to Jauch.'5'

5. Conclusion:.p and p belong to the same equivalence class and are
therefore physically identical. Note that c describes a statistical
mixture of states belonging to the superselection manifolds, each
component state corresponding therefore to definite macroproperties.
A close inspection of the various papers which propose a solution to
the measurement problem shows that actually the above assumption of the
AbeItan character of the allowed observable IB always done, more or less
explicitly. For instance, in Refs. (6) and (7) the assumption is clearly
made. Then, these Interesting papers prove, through ergodic theory,
the stability of the equivalence relation versus time. Reference (8) Is
often quoted as proving that the RWP is not a necessary assumption. The
model presented in this paper constitutes certainly one of the nicest
and physically most meaningful examples of an explicit mechanism for
the measurement of an observable. However also in this case the

indistlnguishability between the pure state and the statistical itlxture
is obtained by essentially limiting the class of allowed ob-.erva; ' cs
for the macro-apparatus. One can easily exhibit self-adjoint op«—atora
for the macro-apparata such that the correlations on the pure state and
on the statistical mixture differ as much as one wants even in the
limit of a very large number of constituents for the macro-apparatus.

A different comment la necessary for those models'9) which assume
as a starting point that the number of degrees of freedom of the macro-
systems Is actually infinite. In such a case, as shown in the C*
algebraic formulation of quantum mechanics, the equivalence between
pure states and statistical mixtures can be obtained without limiting
the class of observables. However, as appropriately pointed out by
d'Espagnat,'^) the measuring apparata, and in particular the conscious
observer, certainly are systems with a finite number of degrees of
freedom, while, to get the equivalence, the limit of Infinitely many
degrees of freedom is necessary. For any finite number of degrees of
freedom one can always identify self-adjoint operators which allows us
to distinguish a pure state from any statistical mixture.

Let me summarize the situation. To solve the problem raised by
the possible occurrence of linear superpositions of macroscopically
distinguishable states of a macrosystem one has to assume that such
states belong to different eigenmanifolds of the superselection operator.
It has to be remarked that, from the literature, It is not always clear
If this assumption of the Abelian nature of the set of allowed
observables is made only for those systems which can be used aa
measuring apparata or for all macro-objects. In the first case we still
have a problem for the other objects; in fact, since in the case of a
macro-object we can perceive directly its properties, we are led back
to the old unpleasant problem that the observer himself is the
responsible for the wave packet reduction. By contrast, if the Abelian
nature of the set of allowed observable is assumed to hold for all
macro-objects, is it postulated in principle (which would give rise to
a dualism in nature) or is it considered to be a consequence of the
extreme practical difficulty of evidencing the difference between pure
states and statistical mixtures?

This being the situation, we think that the most coherent
approaches for a critical investigation of these points are those
sketched below.

1. One should first of all investigate critically whether It is
possible to identify effects of macroscopic quantum coherence In the so
called macro-quantum effects. This interesting line is followed by
various authors.'11-12'

2. One should try to "explain" the effects of loss of coherence.
For Instance, It is natural to relate them to the fact that macro-
objects can never be considered,as Isolated.(13,14) This important line
of though la followed in an interesting work investigating the possible
occurrence of the so-called envlronmente-Induced superselection
rules. (15.16)

3. One should try to incorporate the loss of coherence of macro-
statea into an intrlnsical quantum dynamics which generates it and from
which the classical behaviour for a macro-object would follow. This
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line, which would allow one to complete Ludwig'o program, has been
followed in an Interesting Bet of papers by the Hilano group.d7<i8)

A. Finally there Is another approach which deserves to be discussed.
It constituites the subject of the next section. This approach*25,26)
continues the one of Refa. (1?) and (18) but tries to be more fundanental.
Its main motivation comes from the desire to have a unified description
of natural phenomena. It tries to account explicitly for the dynamics
of macro-objects in terms of a basic dynamics for their roicroconstltu-
ents. As we will see, it is possible to eet up a model, which allows a
consistent deduction of macrodynamics from micro-dynamics, keeping
essentially unaltered quantum mechanics for microsystems, Implying
classical mechanics for macrosystems and wave packet reduction with
fixed pointer positions in measurement processes. The Interest of the
model derives from its demonstration that. In principle, a consistent
program of description of nature as we perceive It at the three above-
mentioned levels {micro, macro, and micro + micro) is possible.

We remark that, in a different context, i.e., in looking for
motivations for the experimental search of the effects of macroscopic
quantum coherence, Legget '21)nag considered that "one might imagine
that there are corrections to Schroedinger's equation which are totally
negligible at the level of one, two, or even 100 particles, but play a
major role when the number of particles involved becomes macroscopic
(say of the order of 10 2 3)." Our model exhibits these features and
identifies explicitly the corrective terms such that a unified
description of microscopic and macroscopic bodies and of their inter-
actions can be consistently derived.

4. QUANTUM MECHANICS WITH SPONTANEOUS LOCALIZATION

We start by giving a colnclse sketch of Refs. (17) and (18). To
describe the dynamics of a macro-object, the authors have assumed
that it is subjected, besides Its Hamiltonlan evolution, to approximate
position measurements at fixed, equally spaced times. These
measurements could, for example, be thought of as describing phenomeno-
logically the interaction of the system with the environment and are
formally expressed through operation or operation-valued measures

h dx e-°/2«l-x)2 „ e" «/2«HO2
(4.1)

For simplicity one works In one dimension, Q being the position
variable for the macro-object. In Eq.U.l), I denotes a Borel set In R.
We will denote the operation T(__t+.)[.] Blmply by T[.].

Let us call X the frequency of occurrence of the approximate
position measurements described by T[,1 . To eliminate the arbitrary
discretization of time, the authors of Ref. (17) and (19) take the
limit

\ * « , k n constant (4.2)

Note that 1/a expresses the accuracy of the localizations. The aim
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of the authors was to define a functional probability distribution on
an appropriate o algebra of the subset of the Bpace of continuous
functions q(t) (trajectories). The infinite frequency limit raises
some problems, since it forbids the direct use of the process TT[.] to
perform selections on the statistical ensemble in order to define the
probabilities. To overcome this difficulty, they added to the infinite
frequency measurement process a purely selective process, the selection
being based on the mean values of the result obtained between two
measurements.

To avoid the infinite frequency limit, we ensure continuity of the
evolution by assuming*") that the process T [. ] occurs at random times
with mean frequency X . The evolution equation is then of the quantum
dynamical semigroup type

dt IP (1.3)

One of the advantages of this formulation consists in the fact that one
can use the basic process itself to perform selections on the ensemble.

Let us discuss the consequencies(19>20) Of the modified dynamics
(4.3). As an example we diseusB the case of a free macroscopic particle.
We have solved explicitly the equation for this case and evaluated the
mean values and spreads of poaltion and momentum. Denoting by< § >,
< p" >, 4q2, and 4 p2 these quantities and by the same symbols with, ra
subscript "Sch" the corresponding quantities for the pure Schroedlnger
evolution ( X=0 in (4.3)) when P satisfies to the same initial
conditions, we have

haX 3
TT1 t « op

Xo (4.4)

We can now make various checks of the implications of the modified

dynamics.
First of all we want to compare the results obtained with those

implied by classical mechanics. To this end, we remark that the
standard quantum dynamics predicts for < q1 > and < p" > the classical
evolution. The same holds here. Moreover, for a macro-object the
quantum Bpreads AQ S c h and i p S c h coincide with their initial values
'flo a(id AP O for an enormous time interval. We can then identify two
characteristic times Ti and Tj up to which 4 q and 4 p coincide
practically with the initial spreads. They are given by

n2

1 \ h 2 a X I
(4.5)

The second important check is obtained by observing that linear
superpositions of states which are localized in distant spatial regions
are naturally aupressed and transformed into statistical mixtures. In
fact, one can show that
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-t/T
= - for |q-q'l>2 I

so that the off-diagonal elements of p , corresponding to a separation

|q-q'| exceeding the characteristic localization distance 1/ fa of the

process, are exponentially damped. By contrast for the diagonal

elements we have

qlpk' (4.7)

up to the smaller of the two times T^ and T-,. One can note that also

for other ohservables, e.g., the linear momentum, linear superpositions
of macroscopically different states are suppressed.

The third check comes from the study of the probability of
occurrence of a given trajectory by using the selective form of our
equation

dt
- i [H.pl -

h
= ,dz e"

(4.8)

where I(t( defines a "tube" in the q(t) space. One can then show that,
If the minimal section of the tube M is appreciably larger that 1/ Jo
(as It must be for reasons of physical consistency), one has an agree-
ment with the classical predictions for trajectories up to a time

T = 1026/i sec. (4.9)

We make now an important logical jump In order to unify the
description of macro- and micro-dynamics, we assume that the discussed
non-Hamiltonian dynamics is the basic dynamics for every microconstitu-
ent of any system. In other words, every microscopic constituent of a
many-particle system is subjected with ita own frequency Xj to the
approximate position measurements, beside evolving with the standard
Hamiltonian evolution. The N-body equation is then

(4.10)

q" being the position operators for the ith constituents. From Eq.(4.1O)
we can deduce the dynamics for the centre-of-maaa motion by going to
the centre of mass and relative coordinates and by taking the partial
trace on the relative coordinate. Let us denote by r these
coordinates and let us put

Tr
(r)

(4.11)

The state p<j describes the dynamics of the centre of mass. From Eq.
(4.10), using a formal property of the operation T, one gets, in the
case where H splits into the sum HQ* HJ of the centre-of-mass and
relative-coordinate Hamlltonians

d

5tpQ (4.12,

which is exactly of the form (4.3). However one has to remark that the
mean frequency of the tests for the centre of mass Is enormously
amplified since this frequency turns out to be the sum of the
individual frequency of the constituents.

We can now try to make a choice for the parameters X , = \
representing the test frequency for the microconstituents, and m C r°
1//J representing the accuracy of the localizations. Let us assume

micro
, -16 -1
10 sec

and

i ^ ID.-5 cm,

(4.13)

(4.14)

which means that a microsystem is tested once every io" - 109 years
and that the precision of its localization is much larger than atomic
dimensions. Due to the two above facts, one can prove that the
introduced modification of the basic dynamics is completely harmless
for all microscopic systems. Therefore, standard quantum mechanics
holds for these systems[20> When we go to a macroscopic system, we
however get a frequency

X
macro

N X
micro'

(4.151

-1where N is of the order of Avogadro's number. Therefore
and the centre-of-mass position of a macrosystem is then checked
times per second.

With reference to the.previous discussion, we then see that one
has for a macro-object an evolution agreeing with the classical one for
a time interval of more than 100 years, which is an extremely long time
to keep a macro-object isolated. Moreover, whenever a pure state
develops components In the wave function that are separated by a spatial
distance larger than 1/V5 • 10~5 cm (which is quite small on a macro-
scopic scale), it is automatically transformed into a statistical
mixture in about ID"6 sec.

Finally, one can rigorously prove that when a microsystem interacts
with a macroscopic apparatus, the approximate localizations, which are
effective only for the macroscopic apparatus, lead to a dynamical
evolution that Induces the reduction of the »av« packet with fixed
pointer positions in very short times.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The major interest of the model presented in Sec.4 lies in the fact

that it constitutes an explicit example of a theory which leaves
unaltered the quantum description of microsystems and allows a unified
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and consistent derivation, front the basic dynamics, of the classical
behaviour of macro-objects and of their role In the quantum theory of
measurement as phenomenologlcally accounted for by wave packet reduction.

It Is interesting to remark that recently various authors,'23'25'
in attempting to build a quantum theory of gravity, were led to
introduce a modified set of axioms which entail allowing pure states
to evolve Into mixtures. According to a general theorem, any equation
which can account for such transitions falls within the general class
that has been identified by Lindbladl26' Our equation belongs to this
class. The fact that completely different physical motivations require
a modification of the standard dynamics, by the addition of non-
Hamiltonian terms inducing transitions from pure states into statistical
mixtures, looks interesting In itself.
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